Students’ Creative Thinking in Posing Mathematical Problem with Different Context
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Abstract— Learning mathematical is believed to enhance student’s creative thinking. Problem posing can be a form of training in creative thinking. Problem posing requires that the student be creative and use the mathematical knowledge that has been obtained to connect several concepts. Differences context of the contextual problem shows that mathematics can be applied in various problems in everyday life. The sample was the students of VIII A class of the SMP Al Islamiyah. All students had to complete a test which was posing mathematical problem with different context. Based on problem posing test, students are group into four categories. The categories are personal, societal, occupational, and scientific context. In order to find out the students’ creativity thinking, an analysis of problem posing test based on fluency, flexibility, novelty, and categorized based on creative thinking level (CTL). The results showed that CTL 2’s student met novelty in personal context, CTL 1’s student met fluency in societal context, CTL 3’s student met fluency and flexibility in occupational context, while CTL 4’s student met all components in scientific context. The results are affected by students’ familiarity context. The findings of this study, student’s problem posing creativity are depends on their familiarity in context that related to their real-life.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Creative thinking is needed to create a new idea. Creative thinking is defined as a combination of logical and divergent thinking based on intuition under consciousness [1]. Creative thinking occurs when someone intentionally produces a new product or when someone is doing the task [2]. Creative thinking is based on a fundamental principle where a new idea is formed from a combination of old ideas in a new way [3]. The simplest way is to add, replace, or reduce the ideas. Students’ would think to look for the ideas that are used to posed an solve problem [4].

The students’ experience would be incomplete if they never had a chance to problem posing and solve it themselves [5]. Problem posing was a task given to students based on the information or situations in which they had to pose, make, and solve the problem themselves [6,7]. The teachers could provide task to do problem posing when students ever completed similar problems.

Most students considered that the story question was a challenging one because they failed to solve the question correctly [8]. The students’ weakness in solving the story question was on the ability in understanding question and planning solution so that creative thinking was needed [9]. To improve the students’ creative thinking, they were asked to submit a story question. The question was in term of modified calculation materials like a story related with daily life [10]. Thus, using the daily life context could be used in problem solving [11]. Context is the information that is contained and related with daily life [12,13] The PISA mathematics questions were set in four different such as personal, occupational, societal, and scientific context [14]. Personal context related to the daily life of students and their families. Occupational context related to the situation and condition in working place. Societal context related to the social life in the communities in which the students lived. The last was scientific context that related to the use of mathematics in science and technology. The different contexts in questions enabled students to pose the unlimited stories in preparing new ideas.

Therefore, this study was aimed to describe students' creative thinking in posing stories with different contexts. The components used to assess creative thinking were flexibility, fluency and novelty demonstrated through the creative thinking level [6, 15].

II. METHOD

The research is conducted by 8th grade student selected a class from 5 classes available which is 8A, consist of 13 boys and 19 girls. The subjects of the study were 4 of 8 A, in which the four students represented each context of question. The instrument used to collect the data was tests on story question based on personal, societal, occupational, and scientific contexts. The test was given in 60 minutes. The data were analysed based on components of flexibility, fluency, and novelty, as well as the creative thinking level (CTL) [6,15]. The subjects were selected based on their answers that met at least one component of a creative thinking assessment. The indicators of CTL that is used in this study explain in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Characteristic of Creative Thinking Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 4 (Very Creative)</td>
<td>Student satisfied all components of creative thinking or only flexibility and novelty in posing problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3 (Creative)</td>
<td>Students were fluent and then they were flexible or demonstrate novelty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I. INDICATORS OF CTL
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III. RESULT

Data were analyzed based on components of flexibility, fluency, and novelty, as well as students’ result of creative thinking level (CTL). The result showed that there were 13 students who posed the story question based on personal context, 7 students for societal and scientific contexts, and 5 students for occupational context. Mostly, the students’ results on posing story question fulfilled only component of flexibility by three different questions. The subject studied in the question was the highest creative thinking level for each context. The results of the story question showed each component as was the highest creative thinking level for each context. The subject studied in the question fulfilled only component of flexibility because only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Characteristic of Creative Thinking Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 3 (Quite Creative)</td>
<td>Students were able to show flexibility or novelty in posing problems without fluency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1 (Almost Not Creative)</td>
<td>Students were able to show fluency without novelty and flexibility in posing problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 0 (Not Creative)</td>
<td>Students were not able to show any components of creativity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from reference [1]

### A. Student in Personal Context

A Student in personal context posed three problems and solution shows in Figure 1

Rudi will take a vacation to the Loka zoo with his family consists of father, mother, older sister, and 2 years old niece. Rudi goes to the zoo during a national holiday so he gets a 10% discount from the ticket price of IDR 35,000. For students, Rudi, older sister, gets discount and 2-year-old niece get it free. What is the ticket price to pay?

**Q1**

Rudi will take a vacation to the Loka zoo with his family consists of father, mother, older sister, sister and under 3 years old niece. Rudi goes to the zoo on Wednesday. The ticket price is IDR 30,000 and for children under 3 years old are free. At that time, there was a “save chino” event which was an event to preserve hippopotamus so that there was a promo donating IDR 50,000 to get a 15% discount for 2 people. Help Rudi choose which one is more profitable?

**Q2**

The student posed the first mathematics problem (Q1) about zoo entrance ticket after getting a discount. There was information that the ticket was free for children under 3 years old. The student still calculated the total price of 6 tickets including tickets for children. Then, total calculation reduced by total prices for free tickets of children. The answer was true. Student performed two ways calculation but difference in completing the answers. Therefore, student did not meet the component of flexibility.

The student posed the second question (Q2) about choosing cheaper entrance ticket. There was information that the ticket was free for children under 3 years old. First step, student calculated the price without promo. The second step, students looked for the information about discounts for two people then calculated the final result. Student’s calculation showed that the price without promo was the cheapest. While the second question had different concept from the first question, indicating that it met component of novelty.

The student posed the third question (Q3) about entrance ticket after promo. Student worked in two different ways but the answers were also the same. The answer that student got was wrong because it only calculated the price of five tickets without paying on information about free ticket for children under 3 years old like question in number one and two. Therefore, it did not meet component of fluency because only posing two questions. Posing personal context on question story was categorized in CTL 2 because it only fulfilled component of novelty.

### B. Student in Societal Context

A Student in societal context posed three problems and solution shows in Figure 2
The student posed first question (Q1) about zoo entrance ticket price. Student did not attach the information on the given story. Student is not able to finish it using different ways. The first and second questions (Q1 & Q2) were not significantly different. In the second question, the student gave more information but the question was similar to first question. Student also completed the question only using one way.

The student posed third question (Q3) about ticket prices after discount. Student posed a story question by changing the subject and number. The student who posed story question based societal context met component fluency, when posing only three questions. Student did not meet the component of novelty because the context of the question did not change. Posing societal context on question story was categorized in CTL 1 because it only fulfilled component of novelty.

C. Student in Occupational Context

A Student in occupational context posed three problems and solution shows in Figure 3.

The student posed the first question about the area to be renovated. The area posed by students was rectangular. Student completed the problems in two different ways. The first way used \((p \times l)\) formula while the second way by describing the rectangle. Student divided the rectangle into a square arrangement, with a length of 25 units and a width of 7 units. Both answers were correct. Therefore, the first question (Q1) met the flexibility.

Student posed the second and third questions with the concept of turning comparison. Student posed the questions by changing the subject and the number. The difference between the second question (Q2) and third question (Q3) was in the use of the sentence context. The second question (Q2) focused on counting the officer to be added while the third question (Q3) counted the total of required officers. Students did this problem only using one way. The student’s answer was correct. The story question based on occupational context was CTL 3 because it met components of fluency and flexibility.
D. Student in Scientific Context

A Student in scientific context posed three problems and solution shows in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Problems and Solutions Posed by Student in Scientific Context

Student posed the first story question (Q1) about the difference of temperature in the two places. Student changed the subject and the numbers and eliminated some information on the initial problem. The concept used by students was integer. Students answered the question in two different ways by using the reduction of integers and number lines. So, the first question (Q1) met component of flexibility. Student posed the second question (Q2) about temperature conversion from Celsius to Reamur. The concept used was a comparable component of novelty. Student who posed the story question in the societal context only fulfilled the fluency component because it changed only the subject and the numbers so that it met CTL1. The question based on personal context met CTL 2 because it had novelty component even though only making two submissions question.

Even though the students posed more story questions based on societal context, but only changing the subject and the number so it can be categorized in CTL 1 with component of fluency. While, student could achieve higher CTL if creating new problems that met the component of novelty. Student who was given story question based on occupational context did not meet the novelty component but at least one problem was solved in a different way so as that it met the component of flexibility.

V. CONCLUSION

Based on the results of the study, we conclude that the creativity of students in posing the problem depends on the familiarity of context. More students posed personal context than other context. Even though depend on the familiarity of context, more students posed the questions by changing subject and numbers only. Students could achieve higher CTL if creating at least one new problems or solving at least one problem in a different way.
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